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Dear Sylvia, 

The sequel to which I referred has nothing to do, directly, with thex book 

it fodlows, but 1 believe it will help make the entire horrible thing more comprehen- 

sible. Perhaps this may sound cyyptic, but I do not so intend it. “hen we meet I'll 
tell you about it in deteil. “erhans if i tell you it is releted to some of the 
thinge set forth in "The False [swald” you mey get the idee. Tentatively I call it 

. Tyger To “ide” 

Having heard nothing from Ramparts rather surprises me. ~ hope there was nothing 
in my letter that gave them offense. i hope I mailed e copy to you. + had forgotten 

to, although it was in ean envelope, the night I wrote it. 

The material on Ruby is, of course, ¥Yoluminous. I decided agsinst thet early, 

treating it as you know instead. I have read two books on the trial, one of which is 

excellent. It is the Kaplan and Yaltz boos llacmillan's. I have the Belli book, but I 

heave som meny doubts sbout him that, not being a lewyer, I wonder about his book. tou 

are welcome to borrow it if you'd like. If you go into the alleged tric to the 

Hospital ( which I did not, other then to read Xantor's testimony ), and you'd care 
to conjecture, could you conceive of him throwing "evidence" into the car, which was, 

from time to time, not carefully wetched. UPI, 1 believem haf's picture showing this. 

tly recollection may not be as sharp ss it should but 1 believe that, despite tie 

Secret Service contrary testimony, there is ceedible testimony thet, in fact, the 

front seat was not under constent observation. Uf course, the possibilities with the 

strecther and "found" bullet ere obvious. I have thought of this, haven't made up 
my mind, but would be willing tomcconsider it a possibility that he was at the hospitel 

snd did things he should not heve. He was eble to do many other things he should not . 

have been able to do. Eyewitness testimony, especially in times of great excitement, 

is never too dependable, and experienced newsmen are also humens and susceptible to 

emotions, but Xsntor knew Ruby from before. I find it difficult to beligve he could 

have made and insisted upon such a mistake, snd I can conweive of no reason for him 

to swear felsely, especially when he knew he wouls not be believed. I think there 

could be an interesting and an important book on Ruby, as you suggest. 

“nfortunetely, i do not often see the Times. The AP moved a small story suggesting 

criticism in slmost the exact words I used, but also sayingt the critic agreed with 

the Commission's basic conclusions, If, after you get it, this item in the proceedings 

looks interesting, would you tell me how to get it, please? There was no indication 

in the story I saw, 

I heve been sorking en a fex other approaches. if anything interasting develops, 
I'll let you know, I have heard nothing since I last informed you. I understand thet 
the initial printing of more than 10,000 covies of "A Mother In History sold out 
immediately. I read the magazine piece and found it a piece of intellectual depravity, 
a femele prostitution of the mind end senses for profit. The books is it&s inflation, 
with double-thick peper, wide margins, heavy leading, etc. That publisher first told 
me I had something, then that it was "important and historic", and then that he would



not print it becesuse I "argued". I told him merely that he had other reasons, that 
it required little physical or intellectual courage to assault 8 trouble and bewildered, 

lonely and isolated poor women who was so deep beyond her depth but who had more 

courage and despite her rambling was closer to right than her critics. He did not 

protegt. te sent mes dust jacket but not a copy of the book, Sithough some 30 years 

ago 1 was his assistant when he was the administrative head of a Senate investigation. 
As a much younger m6n he had disovleyed 4 Certein intellectual courage. By the time I 
knew him the evidences were not obvious. Time has not restored his youth. 

In your"HO work please keep youreye open for anything on noise, especially 
the effects on any living things of eny kind, especially ultrasonic, and the many . 

different noises associated with aviation. this work interrupted still another 

book in which I have not lost interest. I roughed a chapter out two months ago. The 

book is called "No Peace", the chapter "The Happy Eggs". It deals with the dishonesty 

of so-called science by the government, intended to "prove" that hoises are not 

only not hermful, but in this case, actually beneficial! It is unbelievable - the 

"study", thet is. “ly chapter hes been read by a recent head of the Poultry Science 

Association who flattered mp excessively. The Air Force work enjoys none of the 

attributes of scientific inquiry. it is a minor version of what you have been working 

with. Feople do not stop to anakyze or even just to think anymore. It has teen 
Without criticism, which is surprising because it clearly states it is incomplete, and 

whet it lecks if the histopathological exeminations, completed about ¢ year ago and 

not, as of two weks ago, reported! Of co urse, it also lacks any relationship with 

reality or fact. I wrote Dr. Svenn Forssman and he referred me to Michigan, and I 
have writtten them and thus far received nothing except encouragement. I have a 

great interest in sonic boom, which is officially entirely misrepresented. The so- 

called University of Vhieago study is no study, was not done by the University of 

“hi cago, was neither scientific nor factual nor in any way honest yet still proves 

the opposite of whet it concludes. But, you know how that ean be done also. ily 

analysis, still in an unread rough, is st least three times the length of the revort. 

_ Beek to "Whitewesh", my first end possibly my second Japanese arproaches have 
yielded nothing, so i have initiated a third. I have also left a copy with an 

Englishman of high repyte who is a friend of a British publisher. Collier still has 

not answered my letter, and a friend has interested a book salesman whose company 

has already rejected mine who thinks he might do something with it elsewmwre. He now 

has a eopy also. So, 1 keep plngging, end it takes a lot of time. 

And back to "No Feace", so you may prhaps understend more, our poultry operetion 
wes ruined by low-flying military helicopters and sonic boom’ “e xia and won a. 

prededent-making decision and are agein sping, this time accross the board, seeking 

another precedent in the effects of these noises ami their consequences upon us. They 
are clear, but whether they sre legally actioneble i do not know. “je are like Pavlov's 

dogs. I've had enough experience in certain aspects to have been a consultant to otker 

end lerger farmers, drug houses, ete. end have addressed some of the government's 

veterinary medicine stafi's. 

if you think I can in any way help you with the Ruby part, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

fifo, a 

Harold Yeisberg


